A TK took a hit with the phaseout of the space shuttle, but, with more than 500 jobs lost, the Top of Utah rocket producer may yet save 700 more jobs that are in a wait-and-see approach.

The Senate passed legislation recently that provides $1.4 billion in funding for the Ares 1, the next-generation moon rocket. Since ATK is the prime contractor for the rocket booster that NASA is building, the company will retain a substantial amount of the funding.

This $1.4 billion added by the Senate in funding for the project means that the U.S. House cut last summer that provides $1.4 billion added by the Senate to retain jobs if the funding holds up.

The chances of retaining the $1.4 billion added by the Senate to retain jobs if the funding holds up.

Their differences to reach a final bill. It will improve our state’s economic benefit of having access to space and national defense.
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